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Welcome to XML programming! In this book we're going to take a guided tour of what XML has to offer[md]we'll see it all, from the basics of XML to the advanced topics, from creating our own XML documents to using XML stylesheets, from creating XML links to creating XML browsers.

HTML is like Latin-a language that soon won't be spoken anymore. The new mother tongue for creating pages on the Web is XML (eXtensible Markup Language), the second-generation HTML available with Internet Explorer 4. How can you put it to work fast? This professional learn-it and do-it guide explains what XML is, shows how to implement it, and helps you master the intricacies. Invaluable for Web developers and content providers alike.
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Solaris: System Administration Guide: No.7Springer, 2005
Covers a broad range of Solaris system administration topics such as managing user accounts and groups; managing server and client support; shutting down and booting a system; managing removable media (CDs, diskettes, and PCMCIA cards); managing software (packages and patches); managing disks and devices; managing file systems, backing up and...
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Encyclopedia of Psychology and ReligionSpringer, 2009
The Encyclopedia of Psychology and Religion offers a definitive and intellectually rigorous collection of psychological interpretations of the stories, rituals, motifs, symbols, doctrines, dogmas, and experiences of the world’s religious and mythological traditions. The Encyclopedia applies a wide range of psychological approaches to...
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Learn Office 2016 for MacApress, 2016

	A practical, hands-on approach to using Office 2016 applications to create and edit documents and get work done efficiently. You'll learn how to customize Office, design, create, and share documents, manipulate data in a spreadsheet, and create lively presentations. You'll also discover how to organize your email, contacts, and tasks...
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Sabiston Textbook of Surgery: Expert Consult: Online and Print, 18eSaunders, 2007

	This distinguished reference carries on a 70-year legacy as the world's most thorough, useful, readable, and understandable text on the principles and techniques of surgery. Its peerless contributors deliver all the well-rounded, state-of-the-art knowledge you need to richly grasp the pathophysiology and optimal management of every...
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Linear Control System Analysis and Design with MATLAB® (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Thoroughly classroom-tested and proven to be a valuable self-study companion, Linear Control System Analysis and Design: Sixth Edition provides an intensive overview of modern control theory and conventional control system design using in-depth explanations, diagrams, calculations, and tables.

	
		Keeping mathematics...
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Principles and Practice of Analytical ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
"... excellent and comprehensive..." - Analyst 
"... a recommended text for all analytical chemistry undergraduates for many years." - Education and Chemistry

"... a valuable reference manual." - European Journal of Pharmacological Biopharmacy    

       A concise...
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